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Abstract. The paper deals with flexible queries in relational databases. Con-
ditions included in queries are modeled with the use of interval-valued fuzzy
sets. Each value returned by a query is associated with a subinterval of [0,1]
which expresses a membership degree. The bounds of membership intervals
have been determined for different operations of relational algebra and dif-
ferent SQL operators.
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1. Introduction
Conventional database systems are designed with the assumption of precision
of information collected in them. Every element (attribute values, integrity con-
ditions etc.) must be precisely defined. Imprecise details are either precluded or
receive precise interpretation in somehow artificial way. Elements of attribute do-
mains are mutually unrelated i.e. they can be either identical or completely distinct.
There is no partial membership of tuples in relations which means that the degree
of membership equals 1. Conditions included in queries are required to be for-
mulated precisely. They must be satisfied by the data contained in the result set.
Thus the answer is defined uniquely. However, in some cases the precise definition
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of searching conditions may be difficult to formulate. Questions expressed in the
natural language often contain imprecise elements. The lack of preciseness is a
property of the natural language. When query conditions are defined imprecisely,
the matching becomes a matter of degree. In such cases one has to apply tools for
describing imprecise notions [1]. One of them is the fuzzy set theory [2]. Fuzzy
notions can be modeled as fuzzy sets in the appropriate universe of discourse.
An imprecise query returns a fuzzy relation. Its tuples are associated with values
which determine a membership degree or in other words a fulfilment degree of
query conditions.
However, in some circumstances a traditional fuzzy set (FS) may appear an
insufficient tool. Values of membership degrees are not always unique as it is re-
quired by the concept of the type-1 fuzzy set. To capture this kind of uncertainty
one can apply its extension, known as an interval-valued fuzzy set (IVFS). The
idea was proposed in 1975 [3, 4]. A place of IVFSs among other extensions of the
concept of fuzzy sets was shown in [5]. In the presented paper IVFSs are used as
a base for the definition of fuzzy conditions in queries.
One of the first works devoted to the use of fuzzy sets in queries was the paper
of Tahani [6]. The notion of an imprecise query was defined in the monograph
[7]. The author described a grammar of imprecise queries which was used in the
system FQUERY for Access [8]. Translation of fuzzy queries to classical forms
was described in [9]. The authors applied fuzzy numbers for defining fuzzy con-
ditions. Bosc and Pivert proposed a database language (SQLf) for fuzzy querying
[10, 11]. They extended the classical language SQL by fuzzy elements. Another
extension of SQL has been proposed in [12, 13]. The authors applied two major
approaches concerning fuzzy data representation: possibility-based approach [14]
and similarity-based approach [15]. A query language for fuzzy databases was also
proposed in [16].
The paper presents modeling of flexible queries by means of interval-valued
fuzzy sets. The structure of the article is the following. The next section presents
queries with fuzzy selection conditions which are defined by means of interval-
valued fuzzy sets and interval-valued fuzzy comparators. Section 3 is devoted to
interval-valued fuzzy operators of relational algebra. In section 4 we show SQL
constructs extended by fuzzy interval-valued fuzzy conditions. For answers to the
presented queries degrees of matching have been determined.
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2. Interval-valued fuzzy sets and fuzzy queries
In classical set theory one can define a characteristic function which indicates
membership of elements in sets. It is a mapping R →{0, 1}, where R denotes the
universe of discourse. The characteristic function of the set A takes the value 1
if the element e belongs to A and 0 in the opposite case. However, if there are no
sharp boundaries of membership the unique qualification of elements is not always
obvious.
A fuzzy set is a generalization of an ordinary set. The set {0, 1} has been
replaced with the interval [0,1]. The definition contains a membership function
which is a mapping R→ [0, 1].
Definition 1 Let R be a universe of discourse. A fuzzy set A in R is defined as a
set of ordered pairs:
A = {< x, µA(x) >: x ∈ R, µA(x) : R→ [0, 1]} , (1)
where µA(x) is a membership function.




0 if x < a
x−a
b−a if a ≤ x < b
1 if b ≤ x ≤ c .
d−x
d−c if c < x ≤ d
0 if x > d
(2)
A trapezoidal fuzzy number is often represented by a 4-tuple (a, b, c, d).
The precise determination of the membership grade is not always possible. In
such cases it can be expressed by means of FSs in the interval [0,1]. Such extension
requires modification of the above definition by replacing the mapping R→ [0, 1]
with R→ F([0, 1]) , where F([0, 1]) denotes the set of all FSs that can be defined
over the interval [0, 1]. This leads to the definition of type-2 fuzzy sets. A particular
case of this notion is the concept of an interval-valued fuzzy set. The elements of
the IVFS are assigned with closed subintervals of [0,1]. The idea of the IVFS
extends the notion of the ordinary fuzzy set. The assigned intervals approximate
the correct value of membership degrees.
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Definition 2 Let R be a universe of discourse. An interval-valued fuzzy set A in R
is defined as:
A = {< x, µA(x) >: x ∈ R, µA(x) : R→ Int([0, 1])} , (3)
where µA(x) = [ µAL(x), µAU (x)] is an interval-valued membership function and
Int([0, 1]) stands for the set of all closed subintervals of [0, 1]: Int([0, 1]) = {[a, b] :
a, b ∈ [0, 1]} .
An interval-valued fuzzy set such that ∃ x µAL(x) = µAU (x) = 1 is said to be normal-
ized. Membership functions - lower µAL(x) and upper µAU (x) - satisfy the following
condition:
0 ≤ µAL(x) ≤ µAU (x) ≤ 1 . (4)
Each value which belongs to [µAL(x), µAU (x)] is fully possible. If µAL(x) = µAU (x)
for every x then A is an ordinary fuzzy set. Membership functions µAL(x) and
µAU (x) determine two border ordinary fuzzy sets AL and AU :
AL = {< x, µAL(x) >: x ∈ R, µAL(x) : R→ [0, 1]} , (5)
AU = {< x, µAU (x) >: x ∈ R, µAU (x) : R→ [0, 1]} . (6)
The basic characteristics of IVFSs are defined with the use of the border sets. They
have been presented in works of Niewiadomski [17, 18].
An interval-valued fuzzy set is said to be an interval-valued fuzzy number, if its
border fuzzy sets are fuzzy numbers. Membership functions of an interval-valued
fuzzy number are defined by means of the following formulas:
µL(x) =

0 if x < aL
x−aL
bL−aL if aL ≤ x < bL
1 if bL ≤ x ≤ cL ,
dL−x
dL−cL if cL < x ≤ dL
0 if x > dL
µU(x) =

0 if x < aU
x−aU
bU−aU if aU ≤ x < bU
1 if bU ≤ x ≤ cU .
dU−x
dU−cU if cU < x ≤ dU
0 if x > dU
(7)
Parameters of an interval-valued fuzzy number must satisfy the following condi-
tions:
aL ≥ aU , bL ≥ bU , cL ≤ cU , dL ≤ dU . (8)
A fuzzy condition FC occurring in database queries consists of n elementary
components:
FC = FC1 Θ1 FC2 Θ2 ... FCn−1 Θn−1 FCn , (9)
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where Θi denotes an AND/OR fuzzy connective. One can distinguish two kinds of
elementary fuzzy search conditions [19]:
X # a or (10)
X # Y , (11)
where X and Y denote attributes, # ∈ {=, <, ≤, >, ≥, , } and a is a fuzzy value.
Let us assume that a is defined by means of an interval-valued fuzzy number (7).
Degrees of matching for different comparators are as follows:
µ<L(x) =

1 if x ≤ aU
bU−x
bU−aU if aU < x < bU ,
0 if x ≥ bU
µ<U (x) =

1 if x ≤ aL
bL−x
bL−aL if aL < x < bL ,




0 if x ≤ cU
x−cU
dU−cU if cU < x < dU ,
1 if x ≥ dU
µ>U (x) =

0 if x ≤ cL
x−cL
dL−cL if cL < x < dL ,




1 if x ≤ cL
dL−x
dL−cL if cL < x < dL ,
0 if x ≥ dL
µ≤U (x) =

1 if x ≤ cU
dU−x
dU−cU if cU < x < dU ,




0 if x ≤ aL
bL−x
bL−aL if aL < x < bL ,
1 if x ≥ bL
µ≤U (x) =

1 if x ≤ aU
bU−x
bU−aU if cU < x < dU ,




1 if x ≤ aU
bU−x
bU−aU if aU < x < bU
0 if bU ≤ x ≤ cU ,
x−cU
dU−cU if cU < x < dU
1 if x ≥ dU
µ,U (x) =

1 if x ≤ aL
bL−x
bL−aL if aL < x < bL
0 if bL ≤ x ≤ cL .
x−cL
dL−cL if cL < x < dL
1 if x ≥ dL
(16)
The degree of matching for "=" is given by (7).
Fuzziness in selection condition can also occur if an attribute value is com-
pared with a precise value by means of a fuzzy comparator such as "approximately
equal", "much larger than" or "much smaller than" [19]. A fuzzy comparator # f
can be represented by a piecewise linear membership function defined for a dif-
ference of the compared values. Let aL, aU , bL, bU , cL, cU , dL, dU be positive real
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numbers. Membership functions µ# fL and µ# fU of interval-valued fuzzy compara-
tors = f , , f , < f , ≤ f , > f , ≥ f are as follows:
µ= fL (x) =

0 if x < −aL
x+aL
aL−bL if − aL ≤ x < −bL
1 if − bL ≤ x ≤ cL,
dL−x
dL−cL if cL < x ≤ dL
0 if x > dL
µ= fU (x) =

0 if x < −aU
x+aU
aU−bU if − aU ≤ x < −bU
1 if − bU ≤ x ≤ cU ,
dU−x
dU−cU if cU < x ≤ dU
0 if x > dU
(17)
where aL ≤ aU , bL ≤ bU , cL ≤ cU , dL ≤ dU ,
µ, fL (x) =

1 if x < −aL
−bL−x
aL−bL if − aL ≤ x < −bL
0 if − bL ≤ x ≤ cL,
x−cL
dL−cL if cL < x ≤ dL
1 if x > dL
µ, fU (x) =

1 if x < −aU
−bU−x
aU−bU if − aU ≤ x < −bU
0 if − bU ≤ x ≤ cU ,
x−cU
dU−cU if cU < x ≤ dU
1 if x > dU
(18)
where aL ≥ aU , bL ≥ bU , cL ≥ cU , dL ≥ dU ,
µ≤ fL (x) =

1 if x < aL
bL−x
bL−aL if aL ≤ x ≤ bL,
0 if x > bL
µ≤ fU (x) =

1 if x < aU
bU−x
bU−aU if aU ≤ x ≤ bU ,
0 if x > bU
(19)
where aL ≤ aU , bL ≤ bU ,
µ< fL (x) =

1 if x < −aL
−x
aL
if − aL ≤ x ≤ 0,
0 if x > 0
µ< fU (x) =

1 if x < −aU
−x
aU
if − aU ≤ x < 0,
0 if x > 0
(20)
where aL ≥ aU ,
µ≥ fL (x) =

0 if x < −aL
x+aL
aL−bL if − aL ≤ x ≤ −bL,
1 if x > −bL
µ≥ fU (x) =

0 if x < −aU
x+aL
aU−bU if − aU ≤ x ≤ −bU ,
1 if x > −bU
(21)
where aL ≤ aU , bL ≤ bU ,
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µ> fL (x) =

0 if x < 0
x
aL
if 0 ≤ x ≤ aL,
1 if x > aL
µ≥ fU (x) =

0 if x < 0
x
aU
if 0 ≤ x ≤ aU ,
1 if x > bU
(22)
where aL ≥ aU .
Interval-valued fuzzy connectives are represented by the following operators:
AND: ∧ (x, y)L = min(xL, yL), ∧(x, y)U = min(xU , yU) , (23)
OR: ∨ (x, y)L = max(xL, yL), ∨(x, y)U = max(xU , yU) , (24)
NOT: ¬(x)L = 1 − xU , ¬(x)U = 1 − xL . (25)
Based on the formulas given in this section one can determine degrees of
matching for corresponding query conditions.
3. Algebra of fuzzy relations with interval membership
of tuples
A fuzzy relation R(X1, X2, ... , Xn) is a fuzzy set defined on the Cartesian prod-
uct of attribute domains. In our considerations we will assume that the membership
degree of a tuple r is expressed by subinterval [µRL(r), µRU (r)] ⊆ [0, 1]. Classical
operations of relational algebra must be extended by defining membership degrees
for final relations. Let R or S be fuzzy relations with membership intervals µR and
µS , respectively.
Let us assume that R and S are relations with the same schemes. Union of R and
S is a fuzzy relation R ∪ S containing tuples which belong to at least one of them.
The membership degree of a tuple t in R ∪ S equals µR∪S (t) = [µR∪S L(t), µR∪S U (t)],
where µR∪S L(t) = max (µRL(t), µS L(t)) and µR∪S U (t) = max (µRU (t), µS U (t)). In-
tersection of R and S is a fuzzy relation R ∪ S containing tuples which belong
to both of them. The membership degree of a tuple t in R ∩ S equals µR∩S (t) =
[µR∩S L(t), µR∩S U (t)], where µR∩S L(t) = min (µRL(t), µS L(t)) and µR∩S U (t) = min
(µRU (t), µS U (t)). Difference: R − S is a fuzzy relation containing tuples which be-
long to R and do not belong to S . The membership degree of a tuple t in R − S
equals µR−S (t) = [µR−S L(t), µR−S U (t)], where µR−S L(t) = min (µRL(t), 1 - µS U (t))
and µR−S U (t) = min (µRU (t), 1 - µS L(t)). All these three operations are showed in
Fig. 1.
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R S
A B µ A B µ
a1 b1 [0.5, 0.7] a1 b1 [0.1, 0,4]
a2 b1 [1, 1] a1 b2 [0.2, 0.6]
a2 b2 [0.7, 0.9] a2 b2 [0.5, 0.8]
a3 b2 [0.2, 0.4] a2 b3 [0.7, 0.9]
R ∪ S R ∩ S R − S
A B µ A B µ A B µ
a1 b1 [0.5, 0.7] a1 b1 [0.1, 0,4] a1 b1 [0.5, 0,7]
a1 b2 [0.2, 0.6] a2 b2 [0.5, 0.8] a2 b1 [1, 1]
a2 b1 [1, 1] a2 b2 [0.2, 0,5]
a2 b2 [0.7, 0.9] a3 b2 [0.2, 0,4]
a2 b3 [0.7, 0.9]
a3 b2 [0.2, 0.4]
Figure 1. Union, multiplication and difference of fuzzy relations
Fuzzy selection, denoted as δFC(R), is a fuzzy relation containing tuples of R
which satisfy a fuzzy condition FC. Let µFC(t) = [µFCL(t), µFCU (t)] be an interval
expressing the fulfilment degree of FC. Thus the membership degree of a tuple t in
δFC(R) equals µδFC(R)(t) = [µδFC(R)L(t), µδFC(R)U (t)], where µδFC(R)L(t) = min (µRL(t),
µFCL(t)) and µδFC(R)U (t) = min (µRU (t), µFCU (t)).
Projection of relation R on attribute set X, denoted as ΠX(R), is a fuzzy rela-
tion on X with the membership degree µΠX(R)(t) = [µΠX(R)L(t), µΠX(R)U (t)], where
µΠX(R)L(t) = supr(X)=t(X) µRL(r) and µΠX(R)U (t) = supr(X)=t(X) µRU (r). The operation
removes duplicates. For instance relation ΠB(R) (Fig. 1) contains two tuples: (b1,
[1,1]) and (b2, [0.7,0.9]).
Natural join R(X,Y) ∗ S (Y,Z) of fuzzy relations R and S is a fuzzy relation
of the scheme S CH = {X,Y,Z} (Fig. 2). The membership degree of a tuple t in
R ∗ S equals µR∗S (t) = [µR∗S L(t), µR∗S U (t)], where µR∗S L(t) = min (µRL(r), µS L(r))
and µR∗S U (t) = min (µRU (r), µS U (r)), where r and s are tuples of relations R
and S , respectively. A quotient of fuzzy relations R(X,Y) and S (Y), denoted as
R ÷ S , contains values of attribute X which satisfy the requirements defined by
S in non-zero degree (Fig. 3). In order to determine tuples of R ÷ S one should
apply interval-valued fuzzy implication which is an extension of the fuzzy impli-
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R S R ∗ S
A B µ B C µ A B C µ
a1 b1 [0.3, 0.5] b1 c1 [0.1, 0,4] a1 b1 c1 [0.1, 0,4]
a2 b1 [0.6, 0.9] b1 c2 [0.5, 0.8] a1 b1 c2 [0.3, 0.5]
a2 b2 [0.4, 0.7] b2 c2 [0.5, 0.8] a2 b1 c1 [0.1, 0,4]
a3 b3 [1, 1] b3 c3 [0.5, 0.8] a2 b1 c2 [0.5, 0,8]
a2 b2 c2 [0.4, 0,7]
a3 b3 c3 [0.5, 0,8]
Figure 2. Natural join of fuzzy relations
cation. An interval-valued fuzzy implicator is a mapping Int([0, 1]) × Int([0, 1])→
Int([0, 1]). Its arguments are subintervals of [0, 1]. In further considerations it will
be applied the following implicator [20]:
IV ([a, b], [c, d]) =

[c, d] if a > c and b > d
[c, 1] if a > c and b ≤ d
[1, 1] if a ≤ c and b ≤ d
[d, d] if a ≤ c and b > d
(26)
which is the extension of the Gödel implicator:
IG(a, b) = 1 if a ≤ b and IG(a, b) = b if a > b . (27)
Let us consider tuples r ∈ R of the form (a, b), where a is a fixed value and the set
of b-values contains all values existing in S . The membership degree of a in R ÷ S
equals: µR÷S (a) = [µR÷S L(a), µR÷S U (a)], where µR÷S L(a) = minb I(µS (b), µR(a, b))L
and µR÷S U (a) = minb I(µS (b), µR(a, b))U , µR(a, b) and µS (b) denote membership
intervals of R and S , respectively and I is the interval-valued fuzzy implicator de-
fined by (26).
Example 3 Let us consider several queries on the database consisting of the fol-
lowing relations:
PROJECTS (P − id, PNAME, BUDGET,TOWN),
EMPLOYEES (E − id, ENAME, PROFES S ION, AGE),
CONTRACTS (P − id, E − id,MONEY).
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R S R ÷ S
A B µ B µ A µ
a1 b1 [0.4, 0.6] b1 [0.3, 0,5] a1 [0.3, 0,5]
a1 b2 [0.3, 0.5] b2 [0.5, 0.8] a3 [1, 1]
a1 b3 [0.5, 0.8] b3 [0.7, 0.9]
a2 b1 [0,4, 0.7]
a2 b2 [0.6, 0.9]
a3 b1 [0.5, 0.7]
a3 b2 [1, 1]
a3 b3 [0.8, 0.9]
Figure 3. Division of fuzzy relations
Let us assume that linguistic terms "around 5000", "Young" and "High" are de-
fined by suitable interval-valued fuzzy sets.
1. Get numbers of employees who have contracts of around 5000 for participation
in the project ’P1’.
R1 = ΠE−id(δF(CONTRACTS )) , where
F = P − id = ′P1′ AND AMOUNT = ′Around 5000′ .
Degrees of matching are as follows:
µR1L(t[E − id]) =
min (µCONTRACTS L(r[E − Id,′ P1′, AMOUNT ]), µAround 5000L(r[AMOUNT ])) ,
µR1U (t[E − id]) =
min (µCONTRACTS U (r[E − Id,′ P1′, AMOUNT ]), µAround 5000U (r[AMOUNT ])) ,
where r is a tuple of CONTRACTS such that r[P − id] = ′P1′. In case of full be-
longingness of tuples to relation CONTRACTS , ∀r µCONTRACTS (r) = [1, 1], the
matching degree depends on the value of the attribute AMOUNT. Operator sup is
not applied because projection is performed on the key attribute of CONTRACTS .
There can exist only one tuple (E − Id, ′P1′) for each value of E − Id.
2. Get professions of young employees who have contracts of around 5000 for par-
ticipation in the project ’P1’.
R2 = ΠPROFES S ION(δAGE = ′Young′(EMPLOYEES ) ∗ δF(CONTRACTS )) ,
Degrees of matching are as follows:
µR2L(t[PROFES S ION]) =
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supt[PROFES S ION]=s[PROFES S ION]min(µEMPLOYEES L(s[E − Id, ENAME,
PROFES S ION, AGE]), µYoungL(s[AGE]), µCONTRACTS L(r[E − Id,′ P1′,
AMOUNT ]), µAround 5000L(r[AMOUNT ])) ,
µR2U (t[PROFES S ION]) =
supt[PROFES S ION]=s[PROFES S ION]min(µEMPLOYEES U (s[E − Id, ENAME,
PROFES S ION, AGE]), µYoungU (s[AGE]), µCONTRACTS U (r[E − Id,′ P1′,
AMOUNT ]), µAround 5000U (r[AMOUNT ])) .
3. Get numbers of young employees who do not have any contract of around 5000.
R3 = R3′ − R3′′, where R3′ = ΠE−Id(δAGE = ′Young′(EMPLOYEES ) and
R3′′ = ΠE−Id(δAMOUNT = ′Around 5000′(CONTRACTS )) .
Degrees of matching are as follows:
µR3L(t[E − Id]) =
min(µEMPLOYEES L(s[E − Id, ENAME, PROFES S ION, AGE]), µYoungL(s[AGE]),
(1 − supt[E−ID]=r[E−Id]min(µCONTRACTS U (r), µAround 5000U (r[AMOUNT ])) ,
µR3U (t[E − Id]) =
min(µEMPLOYEES U (s[E − Id, ENAME, PROFES S ION, AGE], µYoungU (s[AGE),
(1 − supt[E−ID]=r[E−Id]min(µCONTRACTS L(r), µAround 5000L(r[AMOUNT ])) .
4. Get numbers of employees who take part in all projects with high budgets and
amount of each their contract concerning such projects equals around 5000.
R4 = R4′ ÷ R4′′, where
R4′ = ΠE−Id,P−Id(δAMOUNT = ′Around 5000′(CONTRACTS )∗
δBUDGET=′High′(PROJECTS ))
R4′′ = ΠP−Id(δBUDGET=′High′(PROJECTS ))
Degrees of matching are as follows:
µR4L(t[E − Id])L = mintpIG(µR4′′(tp), µR4′(tk))L,
µR4L(t[E − Id])U = mintpIG(µR4′′(tp), µR4′(tk))U ,
where tp and tk are tuples of R4′ and R4′′, respectively and
µR4′(tp[E − Id, P − Id])L =
min(µCONTRACTS L(r[E − Id, P − Id, AMOUNT ]), µAround 5000L(r[AMOUNT ])) ,
µR4′(tp[E − Id, P − Id])U =
min(µCONTRACTS U (r[E − Id, P − Id, AMOUNT ]), µAround 5000U (r[AMOUNT ])) ,
µR4′′(tk[P − Id])L =
min(µPROJECTS L(p[P − Id, PNAME, BUDGET,TOWN]),
µHighL(p[BUDGET ])) ,
µR4′′(tk[P − Id])U =
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min(µPROJECTS U (p[P − Id, PNAME, BUDGET,TOWN]),
µHighU (p[BUDGET ])) .
4. Imprecise queries in extended SQL
The main operation of SQL is a block SELECT-FROM-WHERE:
SELECT A1, A2, ..., An
FROM R1,R2, ...,Rm
WHERE W;
where A1, A2, ..., An denote attributes, R1,R2, ...,Rm denote relations and W is a
selection condition. It can be treated as a composition of algebraic selection and
projection without elimination of duplicates.
In imprecise queries W is a fuzzy condition. Let us denote it by W f . Each
element f = (a1, a2, ..., an) of the resulting set F is associated with a membership
interval µF( f ) = [µFL( f ), µFU ( f )]. The bounds µFL and µFU are as follows:
µFL( f ) = min(µRL(r), µW fL(r)) ,
µFU ( f ) = min(µRU (r), µW fU (r)) ,
R = R1 × R2 × ... × Rm, r[Ai] = f .ai, i = 1, 2, ..., n . (28)
If duplicates are eliminated (operator DISTINCT) formula (28) takes the following
form:
µFL( f ) = sup f .ai=r[Ai], i=1,2,...nmin(µRL(r), µW fL(r)) ,
µFU ( f ) = sup f .ai=r[Ai], i=1,2,...nmin(µRU (r), µW fU (r)) . (29)
Formulas (28) and (29) concern the general form of the block SELECT-FROM-
WHERE. They constitute a base for determining membership intervals for differ-
ent kinds of queries.
For the most simple query (with the use of only one relation) "SELECT A
FROM R WHERE Wf" the bounds of the membership interval are as follows:
µFL(a) = min(µRL(r), µW fL(r)) ,
µFU (a) = min(µRU (r), µW fU (r)) ,
r[A] = a . (30)
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The join operation of relations R(A, B) and S (C,D) can be expressed by the
following query: "SELECT A, C FROM R, S WHERE Wf1 AND Wf2 AND B =
D", where W f 1 and W f 2 are fuzzy conditions imposed on R and S , respectively.
Based on (28) we have:
µFL(a, c) = min(µRL(r), µW f 1L(r), µS L(s), µW f 2L(s)),
µFU (a, c) = min(µRU (r), µW f 1U (r), µS U (s), µW f 2U (s)),
r[B] = s[D], r[A] = a, s[C] = c. (31)
The above query contains a sharp condition of joining: B = D. In general this con-
dition may be fuzzy and so it can be expressed by means of a fuzzy comparison
operator e.g. "more or less equal", "a little greater" etc. The degree of its fulfilment
should also be taken into account in (31).
Searching conditions can be expressed by means of a subquery defining a fuzzy
set of values. Let us denote it by S Q f . In order to check whether an attribute value
a belongs to S Q f one should apply the operator "IN"’. The fulfilment degree of
the following condition: "A IN SELECT B FROM R WHERE Wf" is an interval
µIN( f ) = [µINL( f ), µINU ( f )] with the following bounds:
µINL(a) = supb=amin(µRL(r), µW fL(r)) ,
µINU (a) = supb=amin(µRU (r), µW fU (r)) ,
r[B] = b . (32)
A subquery may also define a set the existing of which is to be checked. The
relevant condition is created by means of the operator EXISTS: "EXISTS (SE-
LECT A FROM R WHERE Wf)". Let us denote the defined set by Z. The ful-
filment degree is an interval µEXIS TS (Z) = [µEXIS TS L(Z), µEXIS TS U (Z)] with the
following bounds:
µEXIS TS L(Z) = supamin(µRL(r), µW fL(r)) ,
µEXIS TS U (Z) = supamin(µRU (r), µW fU (r)) ,
r[A] = a . (33)
Example 4 Let us consider queries from the previous example expressed by SQL
statements:
1. Get numbers of employees who have contracts of around 5000 for participation
in the project ’P1’.
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SELECT E − Id FROM CONTRACTS
WHERE P − Id =′ P1′ AND AMOUNT =′ Around 5000′
Degrees of matching are as follows:
µL(eid) =
minr[E−Id]=eid ∧ r[P−Id]=′P1′(µCONTRACTS L(r), µAround 5000L(r[AMOUNT ]))
µU(eid) =
minr[E−Id]=eid ∧ r[P−Id]=′P1′(µCONTRACTS U (r), µAround 5000U (r[AMOUNT ]))
2. Get professions of young employees who have contracts of around 5000 for par-
ticipation in the project ’P1’.
SELECT PROFES S ION FROM EMPLOYEES
WHERE AGE =′ Young′ AND E − Id IN
(SELECT E − Id FROM CONTRACTS
WHERE P − Id =′ P1′ AND AMOUNT =′ Around 5000′)
Degrees of matching are as follows:
µL(pro f ) = sups[PROFES S ION]=pro f min(µEMPLOYEES L(s), µYoungL(s[AGE]),
supr[E−Id]=s[E−Id] ∧ r[P−Id]=′P1′min (µCONTRACTS L(r), µAround 5000L(r[AMOUNT ])),
µU(pro f ) = sups[PROFES S ION]=pro f min(µEMPLOYEES U (s), µYoungU (s[AGE]),
supr[E−Id]=s[E−Id] ∧ r[P−Id]=′P1′min(µCONTRACTS U (r), µAround 5000U (r[AMOUNT ])).
3. Get numbers of young employees who do not have any contract of around 5000.
SELECT E − Id FROM EMPLOYEES
WHERE AGE =′ Young′ AND NOT EXISTS
(SELECT ∗ FROM CONTRACTS
WHERE E − Id = EMPLOYEE.E − ID AND AMOUNT =′ Around 5000′)
Degrees of matching are as follows:
µL(eid) = minr[E−Id]=eid(µEMPLOYEES L(s), µYoungL(s[AGE]),
1 − supr[E−Id]=s[E−id]min (µCONTRACTS U (r), µAround 5000U (r[AMOUNT ]))),
µU(eid) = minr[E−Id]=eid(µEMPLOYEES U (s), µYoungU (s[AGE]),
1 − supr[E−Id]=s[E−id]min (µCONTRACTS L(r), µAround 5000L(r[AMOUNT ]))).
4. Get numbers of employees who take part in all projects with high budgets and
amount of each their contract concerning such projects equals around 5000.
SELECT DISTINCT E − ID FROM CONTRACTS C
WHERE AMOUNT =′ Around 5000′ AND NOT EXISTS
(SELECT P − Id FROM PROJECTS P
WHERE BUDGET =′ High′ AND P − Id NOT IN
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(SELECT P − Id FROM CONTRACTS
WHERE C.E − Id = E − Id AND AMOUNT =′ Around 5000))
Degrees of matching are as follows:
µL(eid) = supr[E−Id]=eid min(µCONTRACTS L(r), µAround 5000L(r[AMOUNT ]),
1 − sups min (µPROJECTS U (s), µHighU (s[BUDGET ]), 1 −
supr′[Eid]=eid ∧ r′[Pid]=s[Pid] min(µCONTRACTS L(r′), µAround 5000L(r′[AMOUNT ])))),
µU(eid) = supr[E−Id]=eid min(µCONTRACTS U (r), µAround 5000U (r[AMOUNT ]),
1 − sups min (µPROJECTS L(s), µHighL(s[BUDGET ]), 1 −
supr′[Eid]=eid ∧ r′[Pid]=s[Pid]min(µCONTRACTS U (r′), µAround 5000U (r′[AMOUNT ])))).
5. Conclusions
Ability to extract data in the language close to natural increases the possibilities
of database management system. Flexible queries were often modeled with the use
of type-1 fuzzy sets. However, in many cases users cannot unambiguously deter-
mine not only sharp boundaries of relevant data but also precise values of member-
ship degrees. Therefore we propose applying of interval-valued fuzzy sets in which
the correct value of the membership grade is approximated by the membership in-
terval. In the paper we studied extended algebraic operators and SQL constructs.
The relevant formulas for membership intervals have been derived. Fuzzy queries
may also contain conditions dealing with sets of tuples. In such cases one should
apply fuzzy aggregation functions, fuzzy quantifiers and linguistic summarization
of data [7, 18]. These topics will be a subject of future works.
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